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The engine uses optimisation algorithms and genetic algorithms to produce the best cutting pattern for each panel. This engine, which is a sophisticated 2D and 3D visualisation tool, has the ability to receive the cutting lines from the cutting machine and to give a 3D view of the panel. A CAM software package based on biesse's innovative IDES software was developed, the CAM system IDES+CAM,
with optimisation function based on a hybrid genetic algorithm. Notes External links biesse.it Category:Engineering companies of Italy Category:Manufacturing companies based in MilanHow to use this blog... You are reading this post by using the RSS feed linked to the bottom of this post. It is the most common way to use the blog. There are many other ways depending on the software you use to
access the internet. You are reading this post by using the email notification system. To do this click on the "Follow this blog by email" box at the bottom right of this page. There are two different email notifications you can subscribe to. The first is for comments. The second one is for new posts. There is also a notification for each new post at the top right of the blog. The last of these notifications
that you get is usually for new posts delivered to you by email. There is a discussion area for this blog. This area is available to logged in members only. When you register as a member of this blog the system will send you a password to this area. The password is sent via email. If you forget your password, you can recover it from the account management section of this blog. The discussion area is
moderated. This means that only comments which relate to the content of the post will be published. This is to help keep the discussion area clear of "off topic" comments.Q: Filter product collection for customer group id How can I filter the products in the list to display only the products with a certain customer group id? Right now I have tried it like this: {% set customerGroupId = '{{
customerGroup.customer_group.id }}' %} {% set orderedCustomerGroupProducts = craft.commerce.customerGroups.groupCustomerGroup.product|group(by: 'id') %} {% set orderedCustomerGroupProducts = craft.commerce.customerGroups 82157476af
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